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Scooter Lift Jr. ®BRUNO

◆ The Bruno Scooter-Lift Jr. Model ASL-400 Vehicle Lift ends the struggle of manually trying to lift and store a scooter in the trunk or hatch
opening of your vehicle. The Scooter-Lift Jr. is designed to help raise and store three-wheel scooters into most auto trunks, station wagons
or hatchbacks, as long as the opening is large enough to store the partially disassembled scooter and compact lift. It gives you the conven-
ience you need to transport your scooter and the freedom to travel when and where you want.

◆ The Scooter-Lift Jr. is electrically powered from the vehicle’s battery.  Simply press a button on the controller and the Scooter-Lift Jr. rais-
es/lowers your scooter, effortlessly.  It can also be adapted for operation in both station wagons and hatchbacks.  This versatility can pro-
vide a significant benefit when a new vehicle purchase is not in your budget. 

◆ The Scooter-Lift Jr. is also available with the added option of a convenient spring-assist that further reduces the effort needed to raise and
lower the lift arm before/after use.

◆ EXCLUSIVE! Bruno’s R3 Lift Belt is 50% stronger!  Count on Bruno’s R3 Lift Belt for ease of use,
longer life and safer operation _ another Industry First!

◆ Expert installation and complete, after-sale service is provided by Bruno’s worldwide network of
dealers.

◆ Only Bruno has over 25 different interior/exterior scooter, wheelchair and power chair lifts for
nearly any sedan, minivan, sport utility vehicle (SUV), full-size van, pickup truck and the new cross-
over vehicles.

◆ All Bruno Lifts are eligible for reimbursement under the terms of
Mobility Programs offered by GM, Saturn, DaimlerChrysler/Dodge,
Ford, Toyota, Lexus, Volvo and Volkswagen.
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The complete, independent power 
supply for your automotive lift!

Pow’rPac easily installs in your 
vehicle _ just plug into the 
vehicle’s power outlet!

◆ Easy to use!

◆ Convenient!

◆ Works in most 
minivans, SUVs, station
wagons & sedans!
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Using the Scooter Lift Jr.TM is easy!
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Bruno lifts are eligible for reimbursement
under the terms of Mobility Programs offered
by GM, Saturn, DaimlerChrysler/Dodge, Ford,

Toyota, Lexus and Volkswagen.

You can swing the arm out up to 90°, from your
auto, using little effort. Then, hook the lift claw to
the exclusive Bruno docking device.

The scooter is ready to be raised.  Just push the UP
button and raise your scooter until it clears the
‘trunk lip’.

Releasing the lift arm for storage requires that the
latch be raised and the lift arm be lowered to the
trunk floor.

Once alongside the auto’s rear bumper, little effort
is needed to raise the lift arm that latches 
automatically when placed in the UP position.

The scooter must be positioned over the trunk
opening. The controls to lower the scooter are
conveniently located on the lift arm.
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When the operation is completed, your scooter
fits snugly in your auto trunk. The seat can be
stowed in the trunk or inside the car.

The Lift weight rating is the MAXIMUM load value.  Factors inherent to specific applications
including, but not limited to, vehicle structure and condition, operating environment, and 
customer ability may reduce the effective weight rating.
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